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ABSTRACT

Population aging in the People’s Republic of China (PRC) is mainly due to rapid fertility decline after 1970, a third of which was due to government policy, and the balance to social and economic development. Relaxing fertility policies now would probably not have a large effect on fertility, and rising educational attainment may reduce future fertility by 0.3 births per woman. The successes and failures of European fertility policies can guide policy. In any case, the PRC’s population will age rapidly, with the old-age dependency ratio (OADR) more than tripling by 2065. This will cause severe fiscal problems for current old-age programs, particularly for pensions. The general economic impact will be less severe, as partially offset by rising education and increased capital per worker. Focusing on a particular age, like 65, is a mistake. Health, cognition, and vitality are more important than age itself and these will improve due to past increases in education and better living conditions for children. The retirement age should be raised. One good approach is building automatic adjustment mechanisms into old-age programs like pensions. For example, retirement age, taxes, and benefits can be linked to life expectancy and to the OADR as in some European countries. This would increase the work effort of the elderly and avoid recurring political problems in the future.
ABBREVIATIONS

ADL activities of daily living
OADR old-age dependency ratio
NDC nonfinancial defined contribution or notional defined contribution
NTA National Transfer Accounts
PRC People’s Republic of China
TFR total fertility rate
I. INTRODUCTION

The United Nations (UN 2019) projects that the old-age dependency ratio will more than triple between 2020 and 2065 in the People’s Republic of China (PRC). Under current program structures, this aging would cause severe fiscal problems, particularly for pensions. This paper argues that the impact for the general economy will be less severe, because the effect of the population’s chronological aging should be offset by growth in labor productivity due to the increased education of the workforce and the impact of the “second demographic dividend” on investment in physical capital. Also, consumption levels are similar across adult ages while public expenditures on adults are heaviest at old ages.

To substantiate its thesis, the paper examines the causes of population aging and its impact on economic growth in the PRC. It makes three key points. First, population aging in the PRC today is mainly due to the rapid decline in fertility after 1970. While this decline partly reflects the impact of government policy—recent causal analyses estimate that about a quarter to a third of the decline in the fertility rate from over 6.00 to about 1.60 was due to government policy—it mainly reflects the same social and economic development drivers that caused the decline in fertility in other East Asian countries. One implication of this is that relaxing family planning policy now may not reverse the trajectory of fertility in the PRC. Indeed, the rapid rise in educational attainment may reduce fertility further, by about 0.3 births per woman, in coming decades. The paper argues that if the fertility rate stays at its currently estimated level of about 1.60, it should not be too problematic. But if the fertility rate continues to fall, or if it turns out to be much lower than currently estimated, then a more proactive approach to raising fertility rates may become more urgent. Under these scenarios, a narrow focus on financial incentives may not be enough, and the government may wish to look at the successes and failures of family and fertility policies in Europe, as these could provide useful lessons for a broader policy framework to address the decline in fertility rates.

Government policy should not focus excessively on the proportion of the population older than some particular age. Only policies and culture make an arbitrary age like 55 or 65 matter. What really matters are the health, strength, cognition, vitality, and freedom from disability of the population (Sanderson and Scherbov 2010). This paper argues that the health and vigor of the elderly will improve in the coming decades due to rising educational attainment and improved early childhood development of subsequent generations of elderly arising from growing up in much better conditions. The rise in the proportion of the population unable to work and needing care is expected to be much less than the rise in the proportion of the population aged 65 and over. This is the essence of the saying that “70 will be the new 60.” However, in the absence of changes in the current structure of public programs, population aging will cause severe fiscal problems. Specifically, standard projections suggest that if the age profile of per capita social welfare spending (education, health, pensions) relative to gross domestic product (GDP) per capita stays unchanged, then total social spending will rise from 10% of GDP in 2014 to 15% in 2030, and 30% in 2060, solely due to population aging. If per capita benefit levels rise relative to GDP per capita toward averages as seen in countries of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), social spending will reach 40% of GDP by 2060, which is clearly unsustainable (Cai, Wang, and Shen 2018). The bulk of this increase is in the pension program; however, the familial support system will also come under pressure as the population ages. Taking into account private transfers to children and to the elderly, the increase in private transfers will be about half as great as it is for total public transfers. The paper therefore argues that it will be important to incorporate automatic adjustment mechanisms into old-age programs, so that future adjustments are anticipated well in advance of them taking effect. As can be seen from the experience in Europe and the United States (US), it is politically difficult and costly...

---

1 Here per capita GDP is measured per working-age person, not per total population.
to raise the retirement age since workers will feel that something owed to them is being taken away. The political cost is much lower if workers early in their working lives realize there will be future adjustments, and expect and plan for them. The Swedish and German pension systems provide useful examples of how automatic adjustments can be transparently built into pension systems to act as stabilizers—for example, by linking the retirement age and benefits to life expectancy, and adjusting benefit and tax rates as the ratio of retirees to workers changes.

II. POPULATION AGING

A. Proximate Causes

A useful starting point for an analysis of population aging in the PRC is the concept of a stable population, which would arise if age-specific fertility and mortality were to remain constant over a century or more. In this hypothetical case, the share of the population at each age would converge to a so-called stable age distribution. This age distribution depends only on fertility and mortality, independent of the starting population age distribution. Stable populations permit the investigation of the causes of population aging in an abstract context, which is the starting point here.

A standard measure for populating aging is the old-age dependency ratio (OADR)—the ratio of the population ages 65 and over to the population at ages 20–64. Each fixed level of fertility and mortality corresponds to a specific level of the OADR in a stable population. Figure 1 shows a contour map for the OADR in relation to the total fertility rate (TFR) and life expectancy at birth. The TFR varies from 1 to 7 births per woman, and life expectancy from 20 years to 90 years (for men and women).

Figure 1 shows that for the range of life expectancies from 20 to about 70 years, the contours are quite flat. See, for example, the contour line labeled 0.10, on which lies the point corresponding to a life expectancy of 20 and a TFR of 4.5. However, the same TFR but with a life expectancy of 60 or 70 is also on that line. This shows that large differences in life expectancy barely change the OADR in that range. By contrast, if life expectancy is 60 years and the TFR is varied from 5.5 to 1.5 births per woman, many contours are crossed, with the OADR rising from 0.08 to 0.35.

This example illustrates that fertility change has a powerful effect on the OADR when life expectancy is below about 70. When life expectancy is above 70, the contour lines sweep upward more steeply. Here, mortality level matters much more for the OADR and for population aging in general. This is because when mortality declines from a high level, infant and child mortality drop sharply, and more births survive to adulthood. The effect is similar to the effect of higher fertility, making the population grow faster. A faster growing population has many more young people than old people. In this way lower mortality and higher life expectancy tend to make the population younger, contrary to what might be expected. But if people live longer, that also works in the opposite direction, tending to make the population older. When life expectancy is below about 70 years, the two effects roughly cancel out—and mortality differences have little effect. But starting at a higher level of life expectancy almost all children survive in any case, so further mortality declines no longer raise growth rates and make the population younger. Here, the second effect dominates and the OADR rises, because people are living longer.

Turning to the specific situation in the PRC, the red dot in Figure 1 labeled 1950 shows the level of fertility and life expectancy from 1950 to 1954 (about 6 births per woman and 44 years), and the OADR level that would correspond in the long term (about 0.068). According to UN data, the actual OADR in 1950
was higher, at 0.085, reflecting different fertility and mortality in the past. The contour value shows only what would happen in the long term if the rates for 1950 remained constant indefinitely.

The dot labeled 2015 shows the TFR and life expectancy during 2015–2019 (1.6 births and 76.5 years) and the OADR (about 0.40), which is almost six times higher than for the 1950 rate. The PRC’s actual OADR for 2015–2019 is 0.165, according to the UN, or less than half of its eventual stable value of 0.40 if fertility and mortality were to remain at these levels. The dot labeled 2100 shows the UN projections for that year (TFR of 1.8 births and life expectancy of 87.4 years), with the stable OADR about 0.6, and the bar shows the low-to-high fertility range the UN assigns for its projections, from 1.3 to 2.3 births per woman, with the OADR ranging from 0.90 to 0.45. The projected OADR for 2100 is 0.64, very close to the stable value shown in Figure 1. Note that the OADR would be twice as high if the TFR were 1.3 births per woman, as it would be if it were 2.3.

\footnote{The UN does not give high–low ranges for its mortality projections.}
Figure 1 clearly shows the main cause of population aging between the demographic regimes of 1950 and 2015 is low fertility, not low mortality. But this gives the outcome across stable populations, not in real time. Because it takes about a century for a population to move to a new steady state after fertility or mortality changes, transitions between steady states need to be considered. For transitional paths it is useful to simulate changes in population aging through projection-type exercises. For this purpose, UN projections can be used. But questions of interpretation still remain. If fertility is already very low, as it is in the PRC, but no longer declining further, can it be held that fertility is not responsible for further population aging? Even with no further changes in fertility or mortality, the OADR would more than double in the future as the population moves toward its new stable age distribution, and this doubling is due to the fertility decline many decades earlier. Fertility and its changes or lack of changes is still the dominant cause of population aging in the PRC and globally. But if the PRC's current TFR of about 1.6 is a given, and the question is posed as to whether future changes in fertility or in mortality are more likely to drive future population aging, then the probable answer would be that mortality change will be more important. This is because life expectancy is expected to keep rising, while fertility may not change much or may even rise a bit.

Despite a lively debate on this issue (Preston and Stokes 2012; Lee and Yi 2017; Murphy 2017), it is safe to conclude that fertility is the main lever through which the government might affect population aging, and that the future trajectory of fertility will have a crucial impact on the extent and pace of population aging in the PRC. UN projections show how this would play out in real time, as opposed to the abstract space of stable populations. Under the UN’s medium variant, the TFR will rise from 1.60 to 1.80 and then plateau at that level. That would reduce the OADR in 2100 from 0.755 if fertility remains at 1.60, to 0.641 if fertility rises to 1.80, as the UN assumes. But if fertility was instead to rise to the replacement level of 2.1, then the OADR would be about 0.540. Under the UN’s high fertility (TFR = 2.3) and low fertility (TFR = 1.3) variants, the OADR would be 0.477 for high fertility, and 0.945 for low fertility, differing by a factor of two. This would be similar to the stable-population result shown in Figure 1. A low TFR of 1.3 would mean about one adult younger than 65, per older person aged 65 and above.

Figure 2 shows some of these possibilities. The contrast between the UN’s medium and low fertility variants shows that the different fertility levels will have a powerful effect on the OADR in 2100. But fertility levels have virtually no effect on the OADR until after 2040, because those born after 2020 will not turn 20 until after 2040. In fact, the effect on the OADR of these fertility differences does not really begin to become important until after 2050.

The Wittgenstein Centre for Demography and Global Human Capital in Austria produces its own set of international population projections that use a different approach than the UN (European Commission 2018). Its medium-fertility OADR projection for the PRC for 2100 is similar to the UN’s low fertility projection (Figure 2). The Wittgenstein Centre’s low fertility projection—assuming a high rate of economic development and therefore more rapid educational progress and lower fertility—gives an extremely high OADR of 1.5 in 2100.

It is possible to see what would happen if there were no further improvements in life expectancy over the course of the century after 2017 by viewing the UN’s “constant mortality” projection variant, in which fertility follows the medium assumption rising to 1.80. With no further mortality improvements, the OADR in 2100 would be 0.39 rather than 0.64 under the medium scenario. This comparison isolates the considerable effect of the projected rise in life expectancy.
B. The Fertility Situation

The most commonly used measure of fertility is the “period” TFR, which is the sum across all ages of women’s birth rates in a given year or period. The UN (2017) estimated the PRC’s period TFR during 2010–2014 at 1.60 births per woman, and projected it to be 1.63 for 2015–2019. The UN’s estimate is at the high end of the range of estimates in the literature, which include the following leading examples.

(i) The Wittgenstein Centre makes projections based on surveys of opinions of a group of experts, and its 2018 projection assumes a period TFR in 2015 of 1.47, somewhat lower than the UN (European Commission 2018).

(ii) Some other low estimates are based on the 2015 1% Population Sample Survey, including an estimate of just over 1.05 in the China Statistical Yearbook 2016. Guo, Gietel-Baten, and Gu (2018), using the same survey, estimated just under 1.05.

(iii) Jiang et al. (2017), in contrast, in a careful study derive adjustment factors through analysis of the 2010 micro census, leading to a fertility estimate very close to 1.52 during 2005–2009, and close to 1.50 from 2010 to 2014. In a personal communication, the corresponding author of that paper states that new evidence indicates that the TFR in recent years has been between 1.50 and 1.60.

Figure 2: Old-Age Dependency Ratio Using the United Nations’ Medium- and Low-Fertility Variants, and the Wittgenstein Centre’s Medium Scenario

Notes: By 2100, the old-age dependency ratio would be 50% higher under a low fertility variant as under the medium fertility one, a difference of only 0.5 births in the total fertility rate projection. But until 2050, fertility makes very little difference to the old-age dependency ratio. Therefore, fertility trends will make a very big difference over the course of the century, but there is a long lag time before they matter much.

Despite some uncertainty, the UN TFR estimate of 1.60 is broadly consistent with the strongest studies. Some of these fertility estimates and projections are shown in Figure 3, including the UN (2017) medium and low fertility variants. The UN low fertility variant is quite close to the Wittgenstein Centre projection.

Although the period TFR is calculated from the age-specific birth rates in a given calendar year, it is nonetheless often interpreted as the number of births a woman would have over her lifetime. This interpretation makes sense when age-specific rates are stable over time, but if women tend to postpone giving birth in a particular year, the period TFR for that year will be reduced below its normal level, giving a distorted view of the typical number of lifetime births. So, if the average age of having a first birth rises over time (reflecting postponement of childbearing), that will artificially depress the period TFR. This is known as a “tempo” effect, arising from a change in the timing of births. In this case, a low period TFR is of less concern.

In the PRC, it appears that the mean age at first birth rose from about 26.0 years in 2005 to about 28.5 in 2015, based on data from multiple surveys and published estimates summarized in the Human Fertility Collection.3 As a conservative estimate, it can be supposed there was a rise of 0.2 years of age

---

3 The Human Fertility Collection is a joint project of the Max Planck Institute for Demographic Research and the Vienna Institute of Demography, which collates various international fertility data to supplement the Human Fertility Database. (See Human Fertility Collection. China. https://www.fertilitydata.org/cgi-bin/country.php?code=CHN for data on the PRC.)
each calendar year over this period (a bit below 2.5/10 = .25). An approximate adjustment can then be made by multiplying the period TFR by 1/(1.0-0.2) = 1/0.8 = 1.25. For example, if the true period TFR in 2015 was 1.50, as reported in Jiang et al. (2017), then the estimate of completed lifetime fertility for women bearing children in that year would be 1.25*1.50 = 1.875, or roughly 1.9. By this argument, women bearing children today may end up with 1.9 rather than 1.5 births. But it is inherently unclear to which generations of women this estimate applies. What is clear is that when the mean age at first birth stops rising, there will no longer be a distorting influence on the period TFR. The observed rate should then rise toward the underlying level of completed cohort fertility (or the “cohort” TFR), whatever that may be. If the trend in the mean age at first birth reverses and begins to decline, then there would be an upward distortion in the period TFR. The point here is that the level of the TFR in recent years may have been artificially depressed by this “tempo” factor, and the underlying level of lifetime fertility may actually be somewhat higher.

Some studies have estimated the completed lifetime fertility of specific birth cohorts of women in the PRC. For the study by Goldstein, Myrskylä, and Cheng (2013:18), these results, while undeniably subject to large uncertainty, suggest that cohort fertility declined sharply until the 1970s cohorts, but then stabilized to a level of approximately 1.7 children per woman. These results are consistent with Morgan, Zhigang, and Hayford (2009) who find that a reasonable range for mean completed fertility of women born after 1970 is 1.6 to 1.7. Jiang et al. (2017) used the 2010 micro census to estimate the completed fertility at age 49 of women born annually from 1962 to 1970, and for those born in 1975 (who were 35 at the time of the census and hence require some projection). They found that completed cohort fertility dropped regularly in this period, from 2.0 for those born in 1962 to 1.5 for those born in 1975, and thus a little lower than the estimates of Goldstein Myrskylä, and Cheng (2013) and Morgan, Zhigang, and Hayford (2009).

C. The Fertility Decline since 1970 and the Role of Fertility Policy in that Decline

The fertility decline in the PRC looks quite similar to the decline in other East Asian populations, although it began slightly later in the PRC. In the Republic of Korea and Taipei, China, the TFR fell to 1.0 and possibly lower with no strong administration policy. In Japan, the rate fell below 1.3 in 2003–2005. All these countries experienced rapid economic and social development.

In the PRC, government policy affected the decline in fertility since 1970, particularly the Later, Longer, Fewer Policy and the One Child Policy of the 1980s. The Later, Longer, Fewer Policy was introduced in 1971, when family planning leading groups were established in each province to implement it. Three recent studies, all using a causal analysis approach, analyze the effects of the Later, Longer, Fewer Policy. Chen and Huang (2018) use differences in timing of the formation of family planning leading groups in each province to identify their effect on fertility. They conclude that the policy implementation explains a decline of 1.46 births per woman out of a total decline of 3.00 births from 5.72 in 1969 to 2.72 births per woman (TFR) in 1978. Babiarz et al. (2018) examine differences in the timing of the policy’s introduction by province and find that the Later, Longer, Fewer Policy explains a decline of about 0.90 births out of a decline of 3.25 in the TFR over a slightly different time period.

Meanwhile, Chen and Fang (2018) find the policy reduced the TFR by 0.85, which is highly consistent with Babiarz et al. (2018). Both these studies find that once the Later, Longer, Fewer Policy is taken into account, the One Child Policy has only small and statistically insignificant effects. Both studies also agree that the Later, Longer, Fewer Policy and the decline in fertility in the 1970s were much more important than the One Child Policy and the fertility decline of the 1980s. They differ, however, on the effects the Later, Longer, Fewer Policy had on the sex ratio of births. We can conclude from these careful studies that this policy led to significant and substantial reductions in fertility. Nevertheless, it was probably not the main reason for the rapid decline in the 1970s, which might rather have been due to other social, demographic, and economic changes.
Aside from direct fertility policy, the rapid economic and social development in the PRC in recent decades has also influenced fertility. One important dimension of development is the marked decline in mortality since 1950. In that year, 20.5% of children died before age 5. By 1970 this had fallen to 10.0%, to 5.0% in 1990, and to just 1.4% in 2010 (UN 2017). Over the same period, life expectancy rose from 43.8 years in 1950 to 61.7 (1970), 69.7 (1990), and 75.7 (2010). There are both biological and behavioral links between high mortality and high fertility.

Another important dimension of development has been the sharp rise in the educational attainment of boys and girls. It is worth examining the relation of this to fertility in more detail because rising educational attainment is likely to affect future fertility in the PRC. The Wittgenstein Centre does periodic projections of population by educational attainment (see Figure 4 panel b for the center’s latest projections). Figure 4 indicates that the average grade attainment for women ages 20–39 in 2015 was 7.9 years, and that this will steadily increase to 13.4 years by 2060. These projections can be used to assess the effect of future increases in educational attainment on fertility. Recent literature has analyzed fertility in relation to education using statistical models (Lan and Kuang 2016, Piotrowski and Tong 2016). However, because the large increase in higher education is a very recent development, it may be too early to draw conclusions about its effect on future fertility trends. For this paper, a more straightforward calculation can be based on the 2010 census as reported by Jiang et al. (2017). Panel b of Figure 4 shows the estimates of completed fertility for women with different levels of education. Women with postgraduate education have a level of 1.1 compared with 1.9 for women with no education. If the categories used for the data in panels a and b of Figure 4 are adjusted to match, and assuming that the patterns in the 2010 census persist, the changing level of education from 2015 to 2060 will reduce completed fertility by about 0.3 births per woman. Of course, other aspects of economic development are also relevant to future fertility.

**Figure 4: Projections of Women’s Educational Attainment and Its Relation to Their Fertility**

- **a. Completed Cohort Fertility of Women by Educational Attainment**
- **b. Projected Educational Attainment of Women Aged 20–39**

Sources: Panel a is constructed from data in Jiang et al. (2017); panel b is constructed from Wittgenstein Centre educational projections in European Commission (2018).
D. Is Population Aging about Chronological Age or Physiological Age and Functional Abilities?

The conventional chronological approach defines a person as “old” after age 65 or after some other fixed age is reached. The use of specific ages of this sort often defines eligibility for government pensions, health care, long-term care, and other programs for the elderly. In this case projections of population aging defined in terms of fixed ages can be useful for projecting program costs and assessing the long-term fiscal stability of government programs. But the conviction is growing among gerontologists and others studying population aging that old age should instead be defined in relation to health and vitality, which gradually diminish with age and eventually fall below certain thresholds. The thresholds can then be used to define individual or population aging. Since direct measures of health and functional status are not always available, remaining years of life is sometimes used as a proxy for health. Consistent with this idea, it has been found that in the US, health care costs begin to rise 10 years before death (Lee and Miller 2002). Sometimes it is suggested that health and vigor begin to decline 15 years before death. Although identifying individuals who are within 15 years of death is clearly not possible prospectively, it is possible to calculate from life tables the proportion of people at each age that will die within 15 years. This proportion can then be used as an indication of functional aging. A simpler alternative is to find the age at which remaining life expectancy is 15 years, and then calculate the population at or above this age.

Two researchers, Warren Sanderson and Sergei Scherbov, have led the way in developing measures of aging based on these ideas. They report different versions of the OADR for 10 countries, projected from 2005–2010 to 2045–2050 (Sanderson and Scherbov 2010). For the average of the 10 countries, the standard demographic OADR rose from 0.28 to 0.53, indicating a near doubling of aging. For the measure based on activities of daily living (ADL), including projected ADL trends, the equivalent measure rose only very slightly, from 0.11 to 0.12, rather than doubling. The message from this analysis is that an increase in the OADR does not necessarily mean an increase in the relative size of the functionally dependent population. Older people nowadays, at least in the 10 countries, are better able to care for themselves and more able to continue working than would be suggested by the simple chronological measure of aging expressed by the standard demographic OADR.

For the PRC, Sanderson, Scherbov and Gerland (2017) calculated that in 2013 remaining life expectancy was 15 years at age 66, and that according to UN projections it would be 15 years at 70 by 2040 and at 73 by 2060. So by this measure, the threshold for becoming “old” would be 7 years later in the PRC in 2060 than in 2013. They report that while the proportion of the PRC population above age 65 would triple between 2013 and 2060, the proportion with remaining life expectancy less than 15 would only double. There are similar differences for the other alternative measures in Sanderson, Gerland, and Scherbov (2017) of aging in the PRC.

E. Trends in Health and Disability of the Older Population

In the West, it is often said that 70 is the new 60, meaning that a 70-year-old today is as healthy, vital, and able to work as a 60-year-old was in the past. Is this true for the PRC? The question is important for two reasons. First, if the elderly are much healthier than in the past, then they could also work longer and need not retire at 55, 60, or even 65. They might instead work until 70 or later, greatly reducing the number of retirees and the cost of supporting them. The second reason is that a healthier older population can take better care for itself, resulting in lower long-term care costs, both for the government and for families.

For these reasons, it is essential to identify trends in the health, functional status, and disability of the elderly in the PRC in relation to the economic and social costs of population aging. Fortunately, several studies that draw on different data sources examine this. One of these is the Chinese Longitudinal Healthy Longevity Survey, used in Zeng et al. (2017) and Zeng (2019), which was designed to answer this kind of question. The study focuses on the oldest old, or those above age 80, which makes it less relevant.
for labor supply questions; while in Zeng (2019), none of the respondents were born after 1928. Both studies compare the health status of people in age groups 80–89, 90–99, and 100–104 in 1998 and—cross-sectionally for the same age groups—in 2008. Consistent with Zeng (2019), Zeng et al. (2017) found that “disability according to activities of daily living had significantly reduced annually between 0.8% and 2.8%. However, cognitive impairment in the later cohorts increased annually between 0.7% and 2.2% and objective physical performance capacity (standing up from a chair, picking up a book from the floor, and turning around 360 degrees) decreased annually between 0.4% and 3.8%.” Both studies also found that while women had lower mortality, their health status was worse—and this tells a mixed story. The ADL measure improved considerably, indicating that these old people were better able to carry out the ordinary activities of life without assistance in 2008 than in 1998.

The ADL performance depends not only on the physical functioning of the old but also on the physical environment and presence of assistive devices. The measures of objective physical performance capacity and cognitive measures deteriorated over the comparison period (1998 to 2008) in Zeng et al. (2017). Why then would one set of measures improve and the other worsen? The authors suggest that reductions in disability of the elderly were due to environmental improvements rather than improved physical functioning. The reason why physical functioning and cognition worsened seems to be because the later-born cohorts had worse education and a worse childhood environment than those in the earlier-born cohorts. Improved medical treatment and lower mortality for the later-born cohorts may also have meant that some survived with impaired health. Although this appears to be a discouraging finding, since physical and cognitive disabilities are becoming more prevalent at each old age, the future elderly in the PRC are expected to have rising educational attainment and improved childhood nutritional and health conditions (Lei et al. 2014 document the relation of education to disability). Liang et al. (2015) also report a rapid decline in ADL prevalence among the elderly in the PRC in their study covering 1997 to 2006. They found that ADL prevalence rates declined the most for the oldest old (ages 80 and over—the ones covered by Zeng et al. 2017), but they also declined for those over 60. The study says this suggests that national care costs for the elderly may be less than when projected on the basis of current age-specific prevalence rates. This also has implications for the ability of the elderly to continue to work.

The China Health and Retirement Longitudinal Study (CHARLS), conducted every 2 years on a sample of the population ages 45 and over, is useful for monitoring and analyzing many aspects of aging as time passes, as do similar surveys in the United States and Europe (Health and Retirement Survey, and Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe, SHARE), and in some emerging economies. The age-specific measures of disability prevalence in the PRC for the 2011, 2013, 2015, and 2018 waves—measured by ADLs, IADLs (instrumental activities of daily living), and their sum—show virtually no change from wave to wave, except perhaps declines in disability for those ages 80 and over.4

Although these important studies find mixed results, it is expected that rising educational attainment and better childhood conditions will lead to declining disability in the future. The China Health and Retirement Longitudinal Study will be valuable for tracking future levels and trends in disability, and assessing the ability of older people to supply labor.

F. Estimating Change in the Potential Workforce as the Population Ages

This section describes a method that could be used in future work to estimate the proportion of the PRC’s adult population (ages 20–70) that will potentially be able to work in the coming decades, set against the backdrop of population aging. Over the coming decades, the population will age; it will perhaps shift further from rural to urban areas; it will become increasingly educated; and its sex composition will change. The effect of these changes on the potential workforce can be estimated by...
using an appropriate survey, probably the China Health and Retirement Longitudinal Study (CHARLS). For making this estimate, an age is chosen at which most adults who are capable of working are in fact working—a typical age range would be 45–50. Then, using individual-level survey data, regress the workforce participation on health and disability status, educational status, and rural-urban residence (this choice of variables is illustrative). The estimated coefficients can then be applied to the projected future population and its projected characteristics (education, health status, urban or rural residence) to find the maximum available workforce at each age and sex, and then overall.

When an analysis of this sort was done for the United States, as reported in National Academy of Sciences (2012), the result was that in 2010 90% of the population ages 20–70 was capable of work, and that this proportion was virtually unchanged as projected to 2050. There were downward pressures on the proportion capable of work due to population aging, extensive immigration, rising obesity and other changes, but these were offset by the beneficial influence of rising educational attainment. In a similar way, rising educational attainment in the PRC could well offset some of the decline in functional status in the aggregate adult population that would otherwise occur due to population aging.

III. ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OF POPULATION AGING

A. Age Patterns of Labor Income and Consumption

The population age distribution and its changes have economic consequences because economic activity varies across the economic life cycle. A good starting point for considering these economic consequences, then, is to examine the way that economic activity varies by age. The large international National Transfer Accounts project (NTA), which has research teams in more than 55 countries, including the PRC, provides estimates of labor income and consumption by age, as well as many other measures. In the NTA, labor income includes wages, salaries, and fringe benefits for employees, as well as two-thirds of self-employment income (the rest is imputed to assets, such as farms or shops). Consumption includes private household consumption and public transfers of goods and services at each age, such as public education and health care, and housing, energy, and food transfers. Cash transfers are not included because they can be used to pay for consumption, but are not themselves consumption.

Panel a of Figure 5 shows NTA estimates of labor income by age for 2002, 2007, 2009, and 2014. It is clear that labor income has risen strongly over time, and that those younger than 20 and older than 64 earn income, although not much. Labor income also varies dramatically within the 20–64 age range, and the shape of the curve has changed considerably over the 12-year period. In 2002 the age shape of labor earnings is very symmetric, peaking at age 41. From then to 2014, the curve leans increasingly to the left, as young people with rising amounts of education increasingly work in urban areas, and the peak shifts from age 41 to 30. This distinctive age pattern of labor income reflects the dynamic growth of the PRC's economy, and is unusual among the other countries covered by the NTA. In most of them, the labor-income curve peaks in the late 40s, and considerably later than it does even in the 2002 curve in the PRC (Lee and Mason et al. 2011). The PRC's age schedule of labor income is expected to change again when the increase in educational attainment and productivity slows, at which point it may gradually revert toward the shape of 2002 or have an even later peak.

5 The PRC NTA is led by Ling Li, professor of Economics at the National School of Development and the China Center for Economic Research at Peking University. The following discussion draws extensively on the results of studies by several members of this research team, including Wang Feng, Yong Cai, and Shen Ke.

6 These and many other aspects of the NTA's methods and conventions are described in detail in UN (2013).
Panel b of Figure 5 shows estimates of consumption by age in the PRC for the same years. There are two very striking features. The first is the rapid increase of consumption by those aged 5–25, reflecting increasing public and private investment in education. The second is that despite the concentration of labor income at younger ages, and the exceptionally low labor income above age 65, consumption in each of the 4 years is very flat across adult ages. This indicates that the elderly are, at least on average, consuming about the same as younger adults who have much higher labor income. Apparently the old-age support system is functioning well through a combination of private transfers (remittances from the young in the cities, for example); public transfers, including pensions; and assets held by the elderly, such as farms, buildings, and financial assets. The NTA data show that for those aged 65 and over in 2002, 56% of the gap between consumption and labor income is filled by public transfers, 20% by family transfers, and the rest by asset income. It is possible that this smoothing of consumption across age each year on average does not hold for some population groups, such as those in rural areas or with lower education or income. The NTA plans to examine this possibility in the future.

---

7 Education is counted here as consumption, but of course it is also investment in human capital, and for some purposes it will be regarded as such.
B. Population Aging and the Support Ratio

The economic consequences of population aging can be assessed using general equilibrium analysis of overlapping generations models and in other rather complicated ways that require many assumptions, but as a starting point it will be useful to consider the simple support ratio. This is most simply measured as the “demographic support ratio”—the ratio of people of working ages (which can be taken to be 20 through 64) to the number of consumers (the entire population). In effect, this version of the support ratio is simply the population of working age as a proportion or percentage of the total population. Panel a of Figure 6 shows how this demographic support ratio has changed in the past and is projected to change in the future based on the population projections for 1950 to 2100 in UN (2017).

**Figure 6: Demographic and Weighted Support Ratios, 1950–2100**

- **a. Demographic Support Ratio (ages 20–64/65+)**
  - Support Ratio (left scale)
  - Demographic Dividend (right scale)

- **b. Weighted Support Ratio Based on NTA**
  - Support Ratio (left scale)
  - Demographic Dividend (right scale)

NTA = National Transfer Accounts.

Note: The dashed lines indicate the zero value for the demographic dividend (see right scales). The demographic dividend values are the rates of change of the support ratio, and are positive when rising and negative when falling.

Sources: Panel a calculated from data in UN (2017); panel b data from Mason, Lee, Lee and Abrigo (2017).

Because the UN projections shown in panel a of Figure 6 provide data only for 5-year intervals, the exact dates of turning points are somewhat obscured. Initially, the demographic support ratio declines because mortality is declining while fertility remains high. With lower mortality, more children survive and the share of children in the population rises, enlarging the demographic support ratio’s denominator, but not changing the ratio’s numerator. The ratio reaches its minimum in 1970, at which point fertility begins to fall, and the share of children begins to decline. This is the beginning of the first demographic dividend, when the rising share of those of working age in the population tends to boost the rate of growth of income per capita. This share continues to rise until 2015, or over a 45-year period (although the 5-year UN data are imprecise on timing). Over that period the demographic support ratio rises by nearly 50% and its average rate of growth is 0.9%. This means that other things equal, the changing age distribution of the population over these 45 years added nearly 0.9% per year to the growth rate of income per capita. This is not large compared with the phenomenal rates of growth of income per capita in recent decades, but with slower growth in labor productivity it would become much more important. As discussed later, a second demographic dividend resulted from increased investment in physical and human capital.
C. How Actual Age Patterns of Labor Income and Consumption Change the Support Ratio

The demographic support ratio implicitly assumes that people at every age consume the same amount; that people at every age from 20 to 64 produce one unit of output; and that production at all other ages is zero, i.e., weighting is by zeros and ones. The reality of course is quite different, which means that the effects of changing population age distributions are also quite different.

The NTA’s age profiles for a given year can be used as weights to construct “effective labor income” and “effective consumption” by multiplying the projected population age distribution with the labor income or consumption baseline age schedule, and summing. The ratio of effective labor to effective consumers is the weighted support ratio. What matters is the weighted support ratio’s changes over time, not its level. Panel a of Figure 5 shows past and projected values of the demographic support ratio and the weighted support ratio in panel b for the PRC from 1950 to 2100 based on the NTA data and UN (2015) population projections.

Here, with finer grained data and the weighting just described, the demographic support ratio is at a minimum in 1971 and then begins to rise, continuing until its peak in 2013. Over that 42-year period, the ratio rises by 43%, with the average rate of increase during this dividend phase at 0.85% a year. A maximum rate of increase of nearly 1.40% a year is reached in 1991. These are slightly smaller effects than were calculated from the demography alone (Figure 6, panel a). At the end of the dividend phase in 2013, population aging begins to dominate and the tailwind turns into a headwind, impeding the growth rate of income per capita. Between 2013 and 2060 the support ratio drops by 29% and the average rate of decline is 0.72% a year. This shows that whatever the growth rate of labor productivity, when it is translated into a growth rate of income per effective consumer, it will be lower by 0.72% a year on average over this period, with a maximum rate of decline of nearly 1.20% a year reached in 2025. Contrasting the rate of change in the population-aging phase to the dividend phase shows an average difference of about 1.5% a year—a substantial amount.

D. The Second Demographic Dividend

The boost that the first demographic dividend gave to the PRC’s economic growth lasted for 42 years. But this boost is ultimately transitory because it will be reversed by population aging. Panels a and b of Figure 6 show that by 2060 the demographic support ratio is back to about its initial level in 1950, or to its predividend level of 1970. A key question is whether the transitory income gains in the first dividend phase are used to increase consumption or instead invested in a way that can enhance long-term prosperity. The demographic changes that generate the first dividend also tend to raise investment in both human capital and physical capital, thereby generating a second demographic dividend that is robust and permanent (Mason and Lee 2006).

The PRC’s second demographic dividend has two main components. First, as fertility declines (leading to the first demographic dividend), there is a strong tendency for human capital investment per child to rise (Mason, Lee, and Jian 2016). There are several possible explanations for this. An independent desire to invest more in each child, perhaps due to rising rates of return to an education, may lead parents to reduce their fertility in order to make such increased investment possible. Alternatively, an independent decline in fertility may make it possible for parents to invest more in each child. Or some third force, such as rising incomes, could have driven both the decline in fertility and the rise in human capital investment, as posited by the quantity–quality tradeoff fertility theory (Becker 1991). The causal direction does not matter here, and may vary from setting to setting. What matters is the association of declining fertility and rising investment in human capital per child relative to the level of labor income or GDP per capita. The NTA finds a strong negative relationship between the TFR and the sum of public and private spending
per child on education relative to average labor income cross-nationally, a relationship that is particularly strong among Asian countries (Mason, Lee, and Jian 2016). Declining fertility is the primary driver of population aging, and it goes with increasing investment in human capital per child. As the number of new workers entering the workforce slows and perhaps declines, as in the PRC, their productivity increases due to their increased education.

The second main component of the PRC’s second demographic dividend is the increasing amount of capital per worker (capital deepening) that is a natural concomitant of the demographic changes that bring population aging (e.g., lower fertility, longer life, and slower growth in the population and workforce). This can be seen from two different perspectives. First, in a standard neoclassical growth model with a fixed saving rate, the steady-state ratio of capital to labor is higher when the population growth rate is lower. Second, if the savings rate is chosen to maximize steady-state consumption, the capital-to-labor ratio will again be higher with slower population growth. In both cases it is expected that population aging will go with capital deepening and increased productivity of labor, higher wages, and lower interest rates. This is true both in a transitional phase, when workforce growth rates decline, and across steady-state growth paths.

The same conclusion can be reached by examining the PRC’s changing demography and age distribution. With lower fertility and fewer children with whom to share household income, couples find saving easier and—going by lifecycle saving models—they will choose to save more. With longer life, workers will need to save a greater proportion of their income to prepare for a longer retirement, and accumulate more assets. Even if neither of these changes in saving behavior occur, and adults continue to save just as before, it will still be the elderly who have the greatest stock of assets. The increasing share of elderly in the population will then drive up the capital-to-labor ratio and boost the productivity of labor. This may, however, be less true in the PRC nowadays, where the young have higher labor earnings and may also hold a larger share of assets relative to the elderly than is the case in most countries.

The discussion in this section implicitly assumes the PRC’s economy was largely closed to international markets, particularly capital markets. In an open economy, domestic wages, capital intensity, and interest rates are set on the international market. Here, the increased asset holdings that occur as the population ages can be invested in foreign markets, resulting in increased flows of asset income into the country, which raise national income (although not GDP). In either case, rising asset holdings per capita help to offset the rising old-age dependency on the working age population (Lee 2016). The reality will lie someplace between the open and closed assumptions.

Another beneficial aspect of the low fertility that brings population aging is that raising children requires major inputs of adult time—time that is typically provided by the mother, but which can also be provided by the father, grandparents, and public or private childcare services. Typically, however, declining fertility frees up women’s time spent in the home and permits them to supply labor to the market in greater quantities. Indeed, a desire to take advantage of new work opportunities may be one of the reasons why women in the PRC are choosing to have fewer births.

The first demographic dividend gave the PRC economy a transitory boost from 1971 to 2013. The second demographic dividend—the contribution of demographic change to increased investment in education and physical capital—is ongoing and should be lasting.

E. Is Fertility Too Low?

Low fertility raises the share of costly elderly in the population and reduces the share of costly children. Is there a fertility level that achieves the best balance between the two? A paper in Science, authored by more than fifty NTA researchers examined this question (Lee and Mason et al. 2014). The study
asked what level of fertility would lead to a stable population age distribution that would maximize the weighted support ratio. It took mortality as given and assumed that the baseline NTA age profiles remain fixed for labor income and consumption, and for taxes and benefits in the fiscal case. Several variations on the basic question were considered, as follows:

(i) From the point of view of the public sector, what level of fertility would maximize the fiscal support ratio (the ratio of effective tax payments to effective costs) for providing benefits? For the PRC, it was found that a TFR of 2.64—at least a full child more than the actual TFR—would maximize the fiscal support ratio. This result was close to the average for all NTA countries included in the study. The best TFR is relatively high here, reflecting the public sector’s emphasis on transfers to the elderly in many countries including the PRC.

(ii) From the point of view of the whole economy rather than just the public sector, age profiles of labor income and consumption, like those in Figure 5, were used. In this case, a TFR of 2.17 would be best for the PRC, about half a child lower than the finding for just the public sector and close to replacement-level fertility. This calculation gives more weight to the costs of children, which are mainly borne by their parents rather than the public sector.

Neither of these two points take into account the need to save a portion of national income to provide capital for a growing workforce. If the aim is to maximize consumption, then the proportion saved is certainly relevant and should be taken into account. The higher is fertility, the greater is the share of output that must be saved to provide capital for the growing workforce. Lee and Mason et al. (2014) assume that savings would be adjusted to maintain a capital-to-output ratio of 3.0, equal to the average for OECD countries. When this is taken into account together with the weighted support ratio, it was found that a TFR of 1.65 would be best, which is very close to the higher end of the range of estimates of the PRC’s current fertility level. From this more general economic perspective, the TFR may not be too low, at least for the long term. But if the studies that put the PRC’s TFR close to 1.05 are correct, then there is reason for concern.

The analysis just described uses NTA age profiles, as observed at some recent base period. In developing countries these age profiles are certain to change in the coming years and decades, which could lead to different conclusions. It was also found that in the neighborhood of the “best” level of fertility, modest variations in fertility would not make much difference, and even differences in the TFR of plus or minus 0.5 births would have relatively small effects for overall consumption. But this finding is rather abstract. In reality, certain sectors of the economy would be heavily affected by low levels of fertility, and this would typically be true for the public sector, which is discussed in the following section.

F. Population Aging and the Long-Term Fiscal Outlook for Social Welfare Spending

Cai, Wang, and Shen (2018) use 2014 NTA data for the PRC to project the fiscal impact of population aging for social welfare on health, pensions, and education from 2015 to the end of the century, based on UN (2015) population projections. The fiscal projections involve two approaches. First, Cai, Wang, and Shen (2018) assume that the age profiles of benefits remain as estimated relative to GDP per working-age adult in 2014, that is that they rise at the same rate as productivity growth in the future. These projections isolate a pure effect of population aging on public welfare spending. The authors find this spending rises as a share of GDP, from 10% in 2015 to 15% in 2030, to 23% in 2050, and to about 30% in 2060; in other words, tripling under the influence of population aging. After 2060, the share of GDP is projected to remain fairly flat.

---

8 A chart plotting these age profiles for education, pensions, and health care is in Cai, Wang, and Shen (2018).
The second approach assumes the PRC will gradually raise benefit levels (relative to GDP per working-age adult) to reach, by 2030, the average level in OECD countries in 2009 (again, measured relative to GDP per working-age adult in each country). Here, social welfare spending rises from 10% of GDP in 2014, to 20% in 2030, to 32% in 2050, and 40% in 2060, and “such a trend is, of course, unsustainable” (Cai, Wang, and Shen 2018, p.827).

The greatest responsibility for these increases lies with the pension program, which in 2015 cost about 4% of GDP (Cai, Wang, and Shen 2018). Fang and Feng (2018) put the cost at about 5% of GDP in 2017. Cai, Wang, and Shen (2018) find that with no increases in benefit levels its share would rise to 13.5% of GDP by 2050, and with increased benefit levels to 17%. It is also important to realize that as the population ages, tax revenue will increase as well as costs. An NTA-based analysis in Mason and Lee et al. (2017) indicates that between 2015 and 2065 increased tax revenue will offset 36% of the increased costs due to population aging.

Using NTA data, it is also possible to assess the impact of population aging on private, or family-based, support systems in the PRC. If we include family transfers to all ages, both to children and the elderly, the increased stress on private support systems will be about half as great, in aggregate, as will the stress on public sector support. This will arise from the difficulties that a smaller number of children will have in supporting a growing number of parents and grandparents due to rising life expectancy and low fertility.

G. Policies to Raise Fertility Elsewhere that Have Worked and Not Worked

The literature discusses three main approaches for policy to raise fertility, excluding outright coercion or denial of access to contraception or abortion. The first is financial incentives for higher fertility, either through direct payments or through tax breaks. The second approach is to make it easier for parents to combine work with raising children. The third is improving the gender balance of work in the home.

There is a substantial and growing body of research on financial incentives for higher fertility. One of the main researchers on this, Anne Gauthier, surveys the literature on the effects of policies, including “direct and indirect cash transfers for families with children, means-tested child welfare benefits, maternity and parental leave benefits, and childcare facilities and related subsidy programs” (Gauthier 2007, 324). She concludes from her survey of the literature (as of 2007) that the impact of financial incentives on fertility is typically small and it varies considerably depending on the specifics of the incentives.

In the same work, Gauthier finds that the effect of policies tends to be on the timing of births rather than on completed fertility. If some women have their children at younger ages in response to a policy, either because of direct incentives or because of fear that the policy will be changed in the future, that will temporarily raise the TFR. But it will subsequently lead to a lower TFR in the years in which the births would originally have occurred. The net effect, even if the change in timing is permanent, would be very small. Gauthier’s summary of the literature from a decade ago still largely applies to the literature today. For example, Ouedraogo, Tosun, and Yang (2018) analyze the relation of changes in fertility to government fertility policy from 1976 to 2013 using the UN database. They conclude “there is no significant and robust relationship between the fertility rate and a country's pro-fertility or family-planning policies”.

Further details of the PRC’s pension programs are discussed in Keyong (2019).

If the timing of births is moved permanently to younger ages then generations will be shorter, even though the completed fertility of cohorts is unchanged. There will be two straightforward effects. First, a very small proportion of women who would otherwise have died before giving birth will now give birth before dying. Second, with the same completed cohort fertility and shorter generations, the population growth rate will be slightly higher, even in the long term. For example, if the average age of giving birth is 29 instead of age 30, and the TFR with 1.15 male births for every female birth, then the gain in the long-term (stable) population growth rate would be only about 0.03%; that is, 0.0003. The short-term gain would be larger.
Gauthier (2007) notes that governments in Europe have tended to move away from cash benefits for children and toward policies that make it easier for families both to work and to raise children. Thévenon and Gauthier (2011) describe the variety of these policies and assess their indirect effects on fertility, which they suggest can be larger than the effects of policies that are aimed directly at raising fertility. They find that policies such as maternity leave, flexible working hours, and childcare services can have an important impact on the indirect costs of childbearing faced by couples.

In East Asian countries, including the PRC, men make a relatively small contribution to work in the home, and that this is one reason why fertility is low in the region. They conclude that low fertility in East Asia is due in part to the small role that men play in work in the household, and find that the number of children that women want to have is positively associated to the degree to which men help with housework, and negatively associated with the amount of housework that women must do. But the authors do not suggest what kinds of policy interventions might change this situation. When men in East Asia are offered paternity leave, most do not take it or take it for only a few days.

IV. POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Fertility Policy

On the basis of the past experience in other countries, it seems that a fertility policy based on financial incentives is likely to have only a small effect. Policies will have a greater impact when they are designed to make it easier for families, particularly women, to combine raising children with working in the workforce. Policies that address the reluctance of men to help with household tasks could also be effective, but it is hard to say what these might be.

B. Pension Policy

In principle, governments can establish either prefunded or pay-as-you-go (PAYGO) pension systems. Each has advantages and disadvantages. Practically all rich industrial countries now have PAYGO systems, and although some analysts argue that these countries would be better off if they moved to prefunded systems, that would be a long, costly, and painful process fraught with danger. This is because in transition, workers must both support the current elderly, and save for their own retirements. The PRC appears to have chosen to develop PAYGO public pension systems even though individuals appear to be saving at a very high rate, accumulating funds that will ultimately be available to pay for consumption in old age. The rest of the section looks at PAYGO pension systems that the PRC could consider because they would avoid or at least soften the impact of population aging. It is strongly recommended that the parameterization of public pension programs, such as contribution rates, benefit levels, and retirement ages, be done in conjunction with careful long-term projections of the pension system’s finances. These should take into account the PRC’s changing demography and the changing rate of GDP growth. Because the OADR will be tripling in the coming decades, and GDP growth will be slowing, it would be a mistake to set contribution and benefit rates based on the current situation.

Any PAYGO pension system can pay a real rate of return on an individual’s contributions (pension taxes) equal to the rate of growth of total wages, which under some assumptions would equal the rate
of GDP growth. This rate of growth, in turn, equals the rate of growth of the workforce plus the rate of
growth of the real wage rate, which under some assumptions equals the rate of growth of productivity. If
population growth and productivity growth are both zero, then retirees would receive on average exactly
what they contributed earlier. In a growing population with rising productivity, the PAYGO system would
pay a positive rate of return. If the workforce is shrinking, as it is in the PRC, but productivity per worker
is rising faster than the size of the workforce is declining, then the rate of return would still be positive. A
PAYGO system that pays a higher rate of return than the growth rate of total wages (or of GDP) would
be unsustainable. On the other hand, it would accumulate surpluses if it paid a lower rate of return than
the growth rate of total wages.

The PRC should consider adopting the notional or nonfinancial defined contribution (NDC) system
invented and implemented in Sweden (Holzmann and Palmer 2005). A number of countries have done
this. The system adjusts automatically both to changes in life expectancy and to changes in population
growth rates. In principle, this pension system is sustainable even with an aging population. It also does
not distort the retirement decision of workers because the pension benefit varies in an actuarially fair
way with the age at which a worker chooses to retire given their generation’s life expectancy. Moreover,
since workers’ retirement benefits are proportional to their total payments into the system, it is likely that
these payments will be viewed by workers as investments rather than as taxes.

The NDC systems mimic some key features of a defined contribution system. Each month, all workers
are required by law to pay a specified percentage of their earnings into their retirement account, which
is managed by the pension authority. These accounts earn a rate of return equal to the rate of growth
of total wages. After reaching the minimum age set by the government, workers can choose when to
retire. At this point, a worker’s retirement account is converted into an annuity based on the worker’s
age at retirement and on the life table describing mortality in the year when the worker’s cohort reaches
some fixed age, such as 60 or 65, and on a rate of return equal to the annual growth rate of total wages.
This system pays the sustainable rate of return to its participants, or it would in a steady state. Given the
constantly changing conditions of real-world economies there will be some imbalances, but these are
eliminated by automatic adjustments.

The German PAYGO system is also worth considering as a model for the PRC (Börsch-Supan, Reil-Held,
Wilke 2003; Börsch-Supan and Wilke 2004; Ludwig and Reiter 2008). Like the NDC system, there is
an actuarially fair adjustment of pension benefits depending on the age at retirement, given the current
life table. The level of the pension after retirement grows at the rate of growth of per capita wages. Two
additional automatic adjustments are of great interest and could be of great value to the PRC. First, if the
OADR rises, the pension benefit falls, helping to restore sustainability (because with a rising OADR the
system would otherwise be unsustainable). Second, if the pension tax rate rises due to a rising OADR,
then the benefit also falls. In this way, the pain of adjustment to population aging is shared across both
workers and retirees. The same mechanisms work in reverse: if the OADR starts to fall, or the tax rate
can be reduced, then benefits rise.

---

11 If pension tax payments are viewed by workers investments, with the later-life benefits the returns on that investment (all
suitably weighted by probabilities of survival), then the discount rate that would make these two streams equal in present
value is called the “implicit rate of return” for the pension system, or simply its rate of return. Many analysts have shown
that in steady state, the rate of return to a PAYGO pension system (or any other transfer system for that matter) must
equal the rate of population growth plus the rate of productivity growth, which is simply the rate of growth of GDP.

12 This is the way the system should be structured. For various reasons, the Swedish accounts earn a rate of return equal
to the rate of growth of the wage rate rather than the total wage bill. As a consequence, the benefits paid are unsustain-
ably high if the workforce is shrinking, and are too low if it is growing. Budget balance is then maintained by a “brake” that
automatically adjusts the system if imbalances occur.

13 It would be more correct to use projections of mortality for each generation rather than using the cross-sectional life table
at the fixed age. The cross-sectional lifetable is used to achieve greater transparency for participants, and to avoid the
possibility that governments might manipulate and distort the mortality projections.
Both the systems just described automatically adjust to population aging to maintain fiscal balance without requiring government intervention, and do this in a way that is fair to workers, retirees, the young, and not-yet-born generations. Auerbach and Lee (2009, 2011) analyze the sustainability and intergenerational fairness of these systems and of a modified version of the US system in a context of demographic and economic fluctuation and uncertainty, but do not consider a trend-like change like population aging.

C. Education and Health Policy

Continued investment in the education of children in the PRC will be vital given the challenges of population aging, because to some degree the decline in the number of workers can be offset by an increase in their productivity. Education is also closely associated with improved health, cognition, and functional status in old age, and so can reduce the costs of population aging, including the need for care and long-term care of the elderly, and support the option of raising labor supply at older ages. Direct investments in the health of the population, and particularly of the children, will be valuable in the face of population aging for the same reasons as for education.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The PRC’s old-age support system, comprising family and public transfers to the elderly, and income from assets, appears to be doing a very good job of reallocating income from prosperous younger workers to the elderly. Consumption by the elderly is very similar, on average, to consumption by other adults, which shows that despite their lower earnings the elderly are receiving the support they need.

Even so, the PRC’s population is aging exceptionally rapidly, posing the challenge of rising old-age dependency, which will grow worse as the country extends the reach and generosity of public programs for the elderly. Although population aging will most visibly affect the public sector, its effects will be spread across the economy, including the family transfer system. But the economy-wide effect of aging will be far less severe than one might think from focusing on the public sphere alone. There is some uncertainty about the current level of fertility in the PRC, but if the TFR is about 1.6, as the UN and some other quarters believe, then it is not clear that higher fertility would be generally beneficial for consumption levels. It would, however, certainly ease pressures on the public sector. If, on the other hand, the TFR is closer to 1.3 or even 1.0, then there would likely be economic advantages to encouraging it to rise. For policy, a close look at the failures and successes of European pronatalist policies, and policies in support of gender equity and women’s participation in the workforce, would be useful.

Measures of the chronological aging of the population give an unrealistically negative picture of population aging, since rising educational attainment and incomes, and longer life, are generally accompanied by the improving health of the elderly and decreasing disability. To the extent that chronological aging of the population does not mean an increasing share of disabled, chronically ill, and frail members of the population, it could be possible to meet the economic challenges of population aging through the increased supply of labor at older ages and postponed retirement. There is good reason to expect the health of the PRC’s elderly will improve in coming decades. This is because living conditions have been improving for many decades and educational attainment, a strong correlate of old age health and functional status, has also been rising. A larger supply of labor by older ages could certainly help to offset the increased costs of longer life, but it cannot realistically be expected to meet the costs of population aging alone, since population aging is largely due to low fertility rather than longer life. Raising taxes,
curtailing public benefits, and increasing reliance on accumulated assets to support consumption in old age are all policy options that the PRC should consider.

The experience of European and other countries shows that policies to raise the pension retirement age are often, but not always, strongly opposed by workers. At this point of rapid change in the PRC’s pension programs, it might be relatively easy to introduce elements of a program structure that would bring automatic adjustments in benefit levels, taxes, and retirement ages in response to future increases in life expectancy—and perhaps also to future changes in the population–age structure. Automatic adjustment mechanisms can be designed to share the costs of population aging in a fair way across generations. According to a recent review by Carone et al. (2016), since the mid-1990s half of the European Union countries have adopted either automatic balancing mechanisms, sustainability factors, or automatic linkage of retirement age to life expectancy. For example, such policies have been fairly successful in Germany and Sweden, and seem to have been more readily accepted by the people of these countries than have been the attempts at pension reform elsewhere. It is always easier if pension policy changes are made as far in advance of their implementation as possible—and the PRC should closely look at this. This might make it easier to implement the future policy adjustments that will surely be needed in light of the projected fiscal pressures discussed earlier.
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The population of the People’s Republic of China is aging rapidly, with the old-age dependency ratio expected to more than triple by 2065. Relaxing fertility policies now may not have a large effect on fertility, and rising educational attainment may reduce future fertility by 0.3 births per woman. Parameterization of public pension programs, such as contribution rates, benefit levels, and retirement ages, should be done in conjunction with long-term projections of the pension system’s finances. Pension contribution and benefit rates must consider the country’s changing demography and slowing gross domestic product growth.
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